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BIVARIANT THEORIES AND ALGEBRAIC COBORDISM
SHOJI YOKUTRA(*)
l. INTRODUCTION
  W. Fulton and R. MacPherson introduced the notion ofbivariant theory as a categorical
framework for the study ofsingular spaces, which is the title of their AMS Memoir book
[FM]. It is a sophisticated unification of covariant functors and contravariant functors. The
main objective of [FM] (also see [Fu]) is bivariant-theoretic Riemann-Roch's or bivariant
analogues of various theorems of Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch type.
  V. Voevodsky introduced algebraic cobordism (now called higher algebraic cobordism),
which was used in his proof of Milnor's conjecture [Voel. in an attempt to understand Vo-
evodsky's algebraic cobordisrn, M. Levine and F. Morel constructed a universal oriented
cohomology theory, which they also call algebraic cobordism, and have inyestigated fur-
thermore (see [Ll. L2, LM1, LM2, Ilvi3] and also see [Mer] fora condensed review).
It was also their attempt to understand an algebro-geometric analogue of (complex ) ori-
ented cohomology theor), of D. Quillen on the category of differential manifolds [Qui].
Recently M. Levine and R. Pandharipande [LP] gave another equivalent construction of
the algebraic cobordism via what they call "double poinr degeneration" and they found a
nice application of algebraic cobordism in the Donaldson-Thomas theory of 3-folds.
  We have been tiying to unify Fulton-MacPherson 's bivariant theory and Levine-Morel's
algebraic cobordism, or more precisely, to capture algebraic cobordism as a special case of
a bivariant algebraic cobordism. One motivation for this work is that the author has been
working on characteristic classes of singular spaces (e.g., see [BSY], [SY] and [Yl] and
references therein) and that bivariant theory and the abelian group generated by isornor-
phism classes of morphisms, a basic ingredient of Levine-Morel's algebraic cobordism,
play important roles in the above works,
  in this note we make a quick review of Fulton-MacPherson's bivariant theory and we
give two theorems of [Y2]. which is a basis of our further works [Y3, Y4].
  Acknowledgement. I gave a talk on a very earlier version of this work at the Kinosaki
Algebraic Geometry Symposium 2oo6 (Oct. 24 - Oct.27, 2006). I would like to thank the
organizers (H. Kaji. F. Kato and S.-I. Kimura) fer inviting me to give a taik, and also thank
M. Hanamura, S.-I. Kimura, Y. Shimizu and T. Terasoma for their interests or comments
on this subject.
2. FULTON-MACPHERSON'S BIVARIANT THEORY
  Let V be a category which has a final object pt and on which the fiber product or fiber
square is well-defined. Also we consider a class of maps, called "confined maps" (e.g..
proper maps, projective maps. in algebraic gcometry), which are closed under composition
and base change and contain all the identity maps, and a calss of fiber squares, called "in-
dependent squares" (or "confined squares", e.g., "Tor-independent" in algebraic geometry,
a fiber square with some extra conditions required on morphisms of the square), which
satisfy the following:
  (i) if the two inside squares in
  (*) Partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Reseaich (No, 17S4oo88), the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports. Science and Technology (maXT). Japan.
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                               h,
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                               h
  are independent. then the outside square is also independent,
  (ii) aRy equare of the foilowing fefms are independefit;
                 x-lfjll..xx x4y
                fl if td.l l,d.
                 Y-Y X-Y
                    idx
                         f
where f : X ---, Y is arzy morphism.
  A bivariant theory B on a category V with values in the caregory of (graded) abelian
groups is an assignment to each morphism
                            xLy
in the category V a (graded) abelian group (in the rest of the paper we ignore the grading)
                           B(x 2, y)
wkich is equippe(l with tke fo}lgwiRg three b3sie epefademsi
  PreGue{ eperatiens: For morphisms f : X - Y 3iid g : Y -- Z, tke pfoduct epefaticft
               . , B(X L Y) x pt(Y -g, Z) - B(X :q::--f Z)
is defined.
  Pushforward operations: For morphisms f : X - Y and g : Y -v, Z with f confined.
the pushforward operation
                    f. : B(x -!lf+ z) - B(y -g+ z)
is defined.
  Pullback operations: For an independent square
                               '
                          x' Lx
                         "i i'
                          yt ----, z
                               g
the pullback eperatiott




  And these three operations are required to satisfy the seven compatibility axioms (see
[FM, Part I, S2.2] for detaiis):
  (B-1) product is associative,
  (B-2) pushforward is functorial,
  (B-3) pullback is functorial,
  (B-4) product and pushforward commute,
  (B-5) product and pullback commute,
  (B-6) pushforward and pullback commute, and
  (B-7) projection formula.
  Let B, B' be two bivariant theories on a category )2. Then a Grothendieck transfonnation
from B to B'
                              or:B-B'
is a collection of homomorphisms
                        B(.XJ - Y) - Bt(X - Y)
for a morphism .X - Y in the category V, which preserves the aboye three basic opera-
tions:
        (i) 'y(a .B I3) = 'r(a) .B, "r(5),
        {ii) 7(f.a) == fny(a),and
        (iii) or(g'a)=g'or(a).
  For more details of interesting geometric and/or topological examples of bivariant theo-
ries (e.g., bivariant theory of constructible functions, bivariant homology theory, bivariant
K-theory, etc..) and Grothendieck transformations among bivariant theories, see [FM].
  A bivariant theory unifies both acovariant theory and a contravariant theory in the fol-
lowing sense:
  B.(X) := B(X - pt) become a covariant functor for confined morphisms and
  B'(x) := B(x -!gd, X) become a contravariant functor for any morphisms.
And a Grothendieck transfoTmation 7 : B - B' induces natural transformations x : B. -
B; and cr' : B' - Bt'.
  As to the grading, B,(X) := B-`(x 2gd+ x) and Bj(x) := Bj (x IEd!, x).
  In the rest of the paper we assume that our bivariant theories are commutatiye (see [FM,
g2.2]), i.e., if whenever both
                        g' f'
                   W-X                            W-Y
                  f'l if g'i lg
                    y?z XrZ
are independent squares, then for a E B(X -IZ, Z) and 6 E B(Y -g, Z)
                         g"(a) .P = f'(P) .a.
(Note: if g'(a) . 6 = (-1)deg(a) deg{e)f' (fi) . a, then it is called skewÅíommutative.)
  Another assumption in the rest of the paper. which is not in Fulton-MacPherson's bi-
variant theory. is the following additivity:
              B(xllyLz)=B(x ttsi -,X z)oB(y t!i)-,v z).




Definition 2.1. ([FM, 2.6.2 Definition, Part I]) Let S be a class of maps in V, which is
closed under compositions and containing all identiry maps. Suppase that to cach f :
X - Y in S there is assigned an e}ement g(f) E ge(X t, YÅr satisfying that
   (iÅr gÅqg e fÅr nm SÅqfÅr .e(g) forall f : X -+ Y.g : Y --, 2 ff Sand
   (ilÅr eÅqidxÅr : ix fer all X with lx E ge*ÅqXÅr := B(X -l'SllÅí-+dX XÅr tke unit elemefit.
  'I'}ieR SÅqf) is called a canonical orientation ef f.
  Note tha{ such a canonical otientation makes the covariant functor B. (X) a contravari-
ant functor for morphisms in S, and also makes the contravariant functor B' a covariant
functor for morphisms in C n S: lndeed.
  (') for a morphisrn f : X -o Y E S and the canonical orientatiom e on S the following
Gvsin homomorphism
             fi:B,(rV) -- B.(X) defined by f'(a) :== e(f).cr
is contravariantlyjunctoriat. And
  (**) for a fiber $quare (which is an independent square by hypothesis)
                             xLy
                           idxi ildy
                             X-Y,
                                  f
where f E C n S, thcr following Gysin homo,norphism
            A : B' (X) - B' (Y) defined by f! (a) :== f. (cr . e(f))
is coavan'anttyfunctorial. The notation should carry the information ofS and the canonical
orientation e, but it will be usually omitted if it is not necessary to be mentioned. Note that
the above conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition (2.1) are certainly necessary for the above
Gysin homomorphisrns to be functorial.
Definition 22. (i) lxt S be another class of maps in V , called '`specialized maps" (e.g.,
smooth maps in algebraic geornetry), which is closed under cernposition and under base
change and containing a}l identity maps. Let B be a bivadant theofy. If S has canoRica}
efientatigns in ge, shefi we say that 5 is cangfiicai ge-etientabie and an elemeRt ef 5 is
called a caiieRical ge-osteRtable merphism. (Of cetifse 5 is alse a class of cefiftfteg mal}s.
bgt si"ce we ce#sider tke above extra ccRdulgit ef ge-e#entability on S. we give a diffefeftt
name to 5.)
  (ii) Let S be as in (i). Let B be a bivariant thcory and S be canonical B-oriefitable.
FurthermoTe. if the orieentation e on S satisfies that for a fiber equare with f E S
                                   '
                             xt LX
                            ,•i lf
                             y, -y
                                   9
the following condition holds
                            e(f') - g'e(f),
Åqwhich meai}s that the orientation e preserves the pullback operation), then we cai} e a nice
canenicai orientatien and sRy that S is niee canoutcaj B-erientabie and afi elemeRt gf S is
c31ied a nice canonicaS $-orientabie morpin'sm .
P!repesitieg Z3. Åíet $ be a bivan'ant theory and let S be as above.
  (I) Define the natttral exterierproduct ,
              Å~ : B(X --+ pt) Å~ B(Y -!!L',pt) -, B(X Å~ Y -" pt)
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                       B.(Y,) - B.(X,)
                        g•t tg:
                        B.(Y) - B.(X).
                                f'
                 3. A "UNIVERSAL" BIVARIANT THEORY
  The following theorem is motivated by the construction
cobordism.
Theorem 3.1.
pendent squares and a ctass S ofspecialized maps. We define
                            Mg(x 4 y)
to be thefree abelian group generated by the set ofisomorphism
phismsh:W-Xsuc
                   hEe and foh:W-,YES.
  (0 The association Mg is a bivariant theory if the
follows:
by
                         a Å~ I3 := r}a.B.
Then the cova riantfunctor B. for conLfined morphisms and the contravariantjunctor B. for
morphisms in S are both compatible with the exteriorproduct, i.e., for confined morphisms
f:X- X', g:Y -, Y',
                     (f Å~ g).(a Å~ fi) = f.a Å~ g.fi
andfor morphisms f : X - X', g : Y - Y' in S,
                    (f Å~ g)'(a' Å~ P') == f!d Å~ g'fi'.
  (2) Simitarly, define the natural exteriorproduct
        Å~ :B(x .!'E!t[-,dx x) Å~B(y IEd!x-,y y) -B(x . y .l'E!li-IL,dxxx x Å~x)
by
                        a Å~ fi := pl'a . p2 ve
where pi : X Å~ Y - X and p2 : X Å~ Y - Y be the projections.
  Then the contravariantjunctor B' for any morphisms and the covariantji{nctor B' for
morphisms in C n 8 are both compatibte with the exteriorproduct, i. e., for any morphisms
f:X -, X',g:Y- Y',
                     (f Å~ g)'(a Å~ fi) = fh Å~ g'P
andfor morphisms f : X - X'. g : Y - Y' in C n 8,
                    (f Å~ g)!(a' Å~ O') = f!a' Å~ g!6'•
Proposition 2.4. Let B be a bivaraint theory on a category ),' with a class e of conLtined
morphisms. Let S be a class ofnice B-orientable morphisms. Thenfor any independent
square
                                 ,
                           X, LX
               . ,•l lf
                           yt -Y
                                 g
with f E S and g E C, thefollowing diagram cominutes:
                                f"
of Levine-Morel's algeb raic
Let V be a cateog,), with a class e ofconfined morphisms, a class ofinde-
                              cia ses of confined mor-
h that the composite ofh and f is a speciatized map:
three operations are defined as
80
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  Product operations: For morphisms f : X --, Y and g : Y --, Z, the product operation
            • : Mf,(x -L+ y) x Mf,(y -g+ z) - Mg Åqx -esf-} x)
is deSned by
  (EmvlV kX'-, XlÅr . (Åínwlw S!'2:-+ y]År := Åí Tllvnwivi .Ey' E!!l!::.,'"kev" xl,
  XV fl NW / v,w
where we consider thefoltowing fiber squares
                vt .--EitÅ}- x' 4' w
             hwv"1. kvv't kLvt
                v -x-y-x.
                    hv f 9
  Pushforward operations: Formorphisms f : X - Y andg : Y --, Z with f confined,
the pushforward operation
                 f. , sssajg(x elf. z) - ]"ajgÅqy .{i. z)
ts dejned by
             A (\nvlv L' x]) :==;nvlv in'hV n.
  Putlback operations: For an independent square
                             '
                        xt 4x
                       "i i'
                        Y' - Y,
                             9
the puUback operation
                g' : M[SÅqX i y) -. Itsgg(xi -11:'., y",År
is deLfared by
             g" (\. nv{y L' xb :=;nv{v' -bu':-.' x'],
where we consider thefottowing fiber squares:
                             tl
                        v' kv
                      hv'i thv
                        xtSX
                       "t i'
                        Yi - Y.
                             9
  {23 Set B7' be a eiass cf bivan'afit theeries ge en tke same category V witk a ciass C
ef conSned merphisms. a cSass of independent sguGres and a elas-s S ofspeciaiized maps.
Let S be niee eanonicai B-orientablefor any biyariant theery ge G BT. Then, for each
bivariant theery B ff rsT there exists a unique Grothendieck transformation
                         ntrB : Mg -B
gl
6
such thatfor a specialized morphism f : X - Y E S the homomorphism "yB : Mg (X !1,
Y) - B(X -L, Y) satisfies the normalization condition that
                       •nB([x -Egdi-,X x])=eB(f).
                   4. 0RIENTED BIVARIANT THEORIES
Definition 4.1. Let B be a bivariant theory on a category. Let L be a class of morphisms
in )2, called "line bundles" (e.g., line bundles in geometry), which are closed under base
change, As in the theory of bundles, for a line bundle L -+ X. we simply denote it by the
source object L, unless some confusion is possible. For a line bundle L E L, the "Ltirst
Chern class operator" on B associated to the "line bundle" L, denoted by c-i(L), is an
endomorphism
                    E,(L) : B(x L y) - B(x .!1, y)
which satisfies the following propenies:
  (O-1) identity: If two line bundles L -+ X and M - X are isomorphic, i.e., there
exists an isomorphism L or- M over X, then we have
                6i (L) - ii (M) : B(x L y) -B(x L y).
  (O-2) cornmutativity: Let L - X and V - X be two line bundles over X, then we
have
         Ei(L) o ai(L') == 6i(L') o 6i (L) ; B(X -t, Y) - B(x L y),
  (O-3) compatibility with product: For morphisms f : X - Y and g : Y - Z, a E
B(X L Y) and fi E B(Y g Z), a line bundle L - X and a line bundle M - Y
        e-i(L)(a . 6) = Ei(L)(a) . 6, c-i(f'M)(a .S) = a. Ei (M)(fi)
  (O-4) compatibiliry with pushforward: With f being confined
                    f. (6i(f'M)(a)) = 6i(M)(f.a),
  (O-S) compatibility with pullback: For an independent square
                                 r
                           X, 4X
                          ,•l lf
                           yt -Y
                                 g
                    g* (6i(L)(cM)) == Ei(g"L)(g'a).
  The abDve first Chem class operator is called an "orientation" and a bivariant theory
equipped with such a first Chern class operator is called an on'ented bivariant theory,
denoted by ()B. An on'ented Gorrhendieck transfonnatii n between two oriented bivariant
theories is a Grothendieck transformation which preserves or is compatible with the first
Chem class operator.
  Let us consider a morphism hv : V - X equippedwith finitely many line bundles
over the source variety V of the morphism hv :
                      (v -E!'L, X;Li,L2,''' ,Lr)
with Li being a line bundle over V. This fatnily is called a cobordism cycle over X [LM3,
Mer]. Then (V L' X;Li,L2,J•• ,L.,)isisomorphic to (W -h!'}L- X;Mi,M2,•-- ,M.)
if and only if hv and hw are isomorphic. i.e., there is an isom6rphism g : V E)! W over
X, there isabijection a:{1,2,•-•,r} = {1,2,•••,r'} (so that r == r') and there are
isomorphisms Li 2! g'Ma(o for eVery ii
82
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Theorem 42. (A universal oriented bivariant theory) Let )7 be a cateogi:y with a class C
ofconLfined morphisms, a class ofindependent squares, a class S ofspecialized morphisms
and a ctass Åí oftine bvazdles, We deSne
                        ema". (x 4 y)
se be the free abeiSctn grostp generated by the set of isemorphism ciasses ef ceberdism
cycles ever X
                     [Y -E. X; Li,L2,''' ,Lr]
such that the composite ofh and f
                      fohi Vl}' -, YES.
  (1) 17ie association OMg- becomes an oriented bivariant theory of thefour operations
are defined as fottows:
  Orientation: For a morphism f : X - Y and a line bundle ll -- X, thefirst Chern
class operator
               E,(ll) : 0Me.(X L y) - oMg(X =t, y)
is deSned by .
    5iÅqLÅrÅqiV "{t3'2" X;Li,L2,''' ,LrlÅr := [Y SY'i"' X;k,Åí2,-'' ,Lr,(hv)'Ll•
  Prvdtics aperatiens: Formoipkisms f : X - Y ands : Y -. Z, tftepreduct eperation
          - : opMc.(x L y) xoMe,(y g z) - @Mc,(Jx 2Lf, z)
is deJined asfollows: The product on generators is dejined by
  [V !El'L, X; Li,vv" ,Lr] . [VV 'ts!'!L+ Y; Mi,''' , Ms]
  ,= [v' .tb'latit!Llt." icW" X; kw"'Ll, J • • , kver"'L., (f' o hv')'Ml , • - • , (f' Q hv')'Ms],
and it extends bitinearty. Here we consider thefoltbwingfiber squares
                vtLt xt4' vv
              hw"i kvv''i kwi
                V-X-Y -NZ.
                    h. f g
  P"shferward aperatiotts; Fer merpin'sms f : X - Y and g : Y -, Z with f cenfined,
the pushforward operation
                f. , oMg(x -gLf, z) - oMg.(y -s- z)
is defined by
    f* (;nv[V 'he'"X;Li,''',Lr]) := :il)nv[V de'hV Y;Li,•••,L.].
  Pullback operations: fi"or an independent square
                        x, Lx
                        f'S Y
                         Y' - ]y,
                             9
the puitback operation




  g' (:Il;nv[V -kL',X,Li, ,Lr]) = Årll)nv[V' L" X',g"'Li, ,g"'L.],
where we consider the following fiber squares:
                                 tt
                           v, --E-rr. v
                          hvl lhv
                                 ,
                           X' --!-- X
                          "i t'
                           Y' - Y.
                                g
  (2) Let OBT be a class ofon'ented bivariant theories OB on the same category V with
a class C ofconfined morphistns, a class ofindependent squares, a class S ofspecialized
morphisms and a class L of line bundles. Let S be nice canonical OB-orientable for
any oriented bivariant theor), OB E OBT. Then, for each oriented bivariant theory
OB E OBT there exists a unigue oriented Grothendieck transfonnation
                          7oB : O)Mg - OB
such thatforany f : X - Y E S thehomomorphism oroB : C[)Mg(X -i, Y) - OB(X Z-,
Y) satisfies the normalization condition that
         or..([x -!Ed!tL,X X;Li,•••,L.]) =6i(Li)o••-o6i(Lr)(eoB(f))•
  It turns out that the above oriented bivariant theory restricted to a map to a point,
OMCs (X - pt), gives rise to what Levine and Morel calls an oriented Borel-Moore junc-
tor with products. Levine-Morel's algebraic cobordism requires ftirther three moTe geo-
menic conditions: (1) Dimension axi'om, (2) Section axi'om and (3) Formal Gro"p Law ax-
iem. Indeed, they cal} algebraic cobordism a universal on'ented Borel-Moore .fiinctor with
products ofgeometric type [LM3]. We consider simi1ar axioms on the above oriented bi-
variant theory to get a bivariant algebraic cobordism. which specializes to Levine-Morel's
algebraic cobordism in the case of a map to a point. A new aspect of this bivariant algebraic
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